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Sorry, just need to vent …
1. When employees ask if they need to clock out for a staff luncheon.
2. When they (usually the same employees) order the most expensive thing on the menu, then 

ask for a to-go box so they don’t have to cook dinner.
3. When a front tooth filling I fixed four years ago chips out and the patient acts all indig-

nant about it, like I did some crap job or something.
4. When my sterilizer craps out.
5. When some big guy loses his balance and body-slams my dental chair, rendering it useless 

and unfixable.
6. When Chatty Cathy comes rolling in at 4 p.m. Friday after downing a few triple shots of 

espresso.
7. When Debbie Downer is depressed and the Wellbutrin makes her dizzy so she can’t lie 

back more than 45° and needs her head propped up further with pillows, and before we 
get started wants to know what we’re about to do … like it’s the first time we’ve ever talked 
about it.

8. When Molly the Realtor wants to sell me real estate because I’m a rich dentist and her 
husband, Mr. Vitamix, explains that he never gets sick and that all illnesses are 100% 
preventable and curable, e.g. cancer, HIV, hep C.

9. When cool hipster Harriet shows off her new sleeve tattoo (sorry, I meant to say “ink art”) 
but needs to take Valium with nitrous because she’s afraid of needles.

10. When they ask me if I’ve ever seen Marathon Man. n

You forgot when Mr. Panamera complains that he is paying for your car. n

No. 2: This happens every year at the Christmas party. Also, the husband who drinks 
12 beers because I’m paying for them. n

When Karen confirms that she likes how the crown looks and feels, I then cement it, and she 
then tells me she doesn’t like it, actually, and everything is off and threatens to write a bad review. n

And when they wait until you’ve taken off your gloves to mention that maybe, yeah, the bite 
needs a bit more adjusting. Oh, and when a glove rips when you are putting it on.  n

When the cord of my loupes light pulls my loupes with 1/1,000,000 Newton of force to the 
right, rendering me completely useless and needing to rip my entire dentist costume off in an 
irrational fury. n
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The waiting until the 
gloves are off to decide they 
need one more tiny adjustment 
makes me want to scream. In a similar vein, when 
the bite paper is showing literally all the surrounding 
teeth occluding but not even the tiniest mark on the 
resin, but they still claim it’s “a bit high.” Or after I 
polish it until I can see my reflection, and “there’s still 
this one rough spot here” and then proceed to point 
with their giant tongue like I am able to discern what 
exactly they are pointing at. n

When they want me to call 
them so they can ask a question 
that any of my staff can answer, 
but they want to talk to me. Because apparently, I 
have nothing else to do. Or when it’s about a tooth I 
diagnosed three months ago. Do you know how many 
teeth I’ve seen since then? n

When you open up an 
emergency slot for patient 
begging for it over the phone 
at the end of the day. Cancel your own gym plans. 
And they don’t show up and don’t pick up their 
phone. SMH. n

When patients who always 
no-show or late-cancel their 
appointments show up without 
an appointment, expecting to be seen because they’re in 
discomfort. n

After I’ve explained at their 
comp exam that they have 
rampant decay throughout and 
need a serious lifestyle change, 
they say, “So how many cavities I got?” n

After a perio eval, thorough 
discussion and treatment 
planning for SRP, the patient 
asks, “So can I still get a 
cleaning today?” n
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When a 25-year-old who lost half his molars as a teen schedules a consultation wanting 
$20K worth of comprehensive dentistry because he finally got a job with insurance making 
$15 an hour and thinks his insurance covers ortho, veneers and implants at 100% … and then 
won’t even let us at least clean him to recover some of the time and money he costs me … then 
leaves a bad review because I won’t fix his teeth for free. n

“Wait, wait, you’re gonna use a needle to get my tooth out?” n

While you’re swamped and hounded by hygienists, the hygiene patient “saved” all their 
little adjustments and rough spots on their partials for you to correct “because I knew you were 
coming in anyway.” n

Those are easy for me.
“I’m sorry, but today was for your exam and cleaning, and we unfortunately don’t have time 

for extra. We’ll be happy to schedule you another time so we can give it full attention.” 
And I don’t bend on that. Take it or leave it. I stopped doing that “here are my four prob-

lems” out of hygiene about 3 years ago and haven’t regretted it one bit. n

Timmy has never led me wrong so far. I’m gonna man up and use your script. I think I’ll 
let my hygienists know that anything like that is off the table as well, so they won’t set up for it 
and will tell the patient the doctor will have to do that at another time. It’s still gonna be a little 
tough when the patient says, “But I just have this little rough spot on my front tooth. You want 
me to take off work again for that?” We’ll see. n

When you have patients scheduled for a comp exam, you spend 10 minutes going over their 
complex medical history, 15 minutes taking X-rays, do a perio eval, go into complex detail about 
their needs and options, and after an exhaustive appointment of an hour or more they say, “So 
you’re not doing anything today?” n

1. Sincerely caring for a 22-year-old patient you have known since birth but who has been 
away for a few years. They show up with rampant caries everywhere. Doing the whole 
CAMBRA protocol, and investing a lot of time continually educating and reinforcing as 
treatment is done. They disappear again for two years and come back with 26 cavities.

2. People who won’t swallow their own saliva.
3. People who tell me how bad their pain is, kept them up last night, but when asked are 

taking nothing OTC at all to help.
4. A longtime patient who shows up Monday morning with a swollen face for the past three 

days and “didn’t want to bother me on the weekend.”
5. Rivalries among staff. n

Patient gets a new denture after wearing the old one for 20+ years and complains aimlessly 
about how the new one is horrible and doesn’t fit. n
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800-340-2701

Landlord wants your space back?

You may get BIG bucks!

STOP negotiating 
and call George.

GEORGEVAILL
DENTAL OFFICE LEASE NEGOTIATIONS
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The twentysomething dudes who need their moms to call and set up their appointments and 
help with their medical history. n

10 things, one patient—here we go! Mrs. Jones with the...
1.  Crappy insurance that pays ...
2.  60% of my fee I take, who misses ...
3–6. Four 45-minute hygiene appointments, then, when we double-book her ...
7.  She shows. After she waits an hour and half in the waiting room for her “free” cleaning ...
8.  She writes a bad review ...
9.  Complains about how long we made her wait ...
10. Then her insurance has changed and we need to refile under new insurance 90+ days later. n

“When a front tooth filling I fixed four years ago chips out and patients act all indignant 
about it, like I did some crap job or something.” And you ask them how it happened, and they 
say they were opening a plastic bag with their teeth. n

“Can we just deal with these ones in the front, Doc? I have a wedding next week and I want 
to smile for the pictures.” n

The shared pain 
continues online! 
Check out this forum online 
and see if your Top 10 list of 
in-office annoyance is on 
another Townie’s list, too! 
Or just sit back and enjoy the 
misery of others. There’s a quick 
link to this message board at 
dentaltown.com/magazine.
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